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Abstract: What are the determinants of trade policy in autocracies? While autocracies tend to
join fewer preferential trade agreements (PTAs) than democracies, there is nevertheless
significant variation in trade policy across autocracies, which is unexplained by existing studies
of regime type and trade, which does not disaggregate among authoritarian states. This paper
develops a theory of authoritarian trade cooperation that assesses the conflicting motives of
autocrats to participate in trade institutions. Although many dictators would prefer not to
cooperate through trade agreements, trade agreements can lend credibility to autocratic trade
policy and ultimately stabilize autocratic rule. I suggest that there are two key determinants of
whether autocratic governments will enter into trade agreements: the level of institutionalization
and the preferences of export-oriented business groups, which are communicated via statebusiness ties. My initial empirical analysis provides some evidence for these factors.
Furthermore, I argue that an additional important indicator may be the content of PTAs that
autocracies sign, rather than simply the number of agreements. My analysis suggests that more
institutionalized autocracies and autocracies with existing opposition groups are more likely to
enter into deeper PTAs.
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Introduction
Trade agreements have proliferated in recent years in many regions of the world. For
instance, following fifteen years of arduous negotiations, China joined the World Trade
Organization in 2001. Transitioning from a closed, centrally planned economy from the 1970s,
China has since become the world’s largest exporter. In addition, the country has signed
numerous free trade agreements with more than twenty countries and regions. Yet despite these
developments, China is also a firmly authoritarian state. China’s increasing engagement in world
politics both in security and economic sectors raises questions about the role of authoritarian
states in international institutions. It also suggests that the traditional view that dictatorships tend
to isolate themselves internationally by staying outside of economic and security organizations
may be incomplete. While this remains true for a number of autocratic states, ranging from North
Korea to Eritrea, other dictatorships are following China’s lead through more active engagement
in international institutions.
Thus for instance, Vietnam and Laos are among the world’s fastest growing economies
and have recently joined a number of trade agreements. Vietnam became the WTOs 150

th

member in 2007, and recently signed multiple trade agreements, including a bilateral agreement
with the EU and the (currently stalled) Trans-Pacific Partnership. Like China, these states have
undergone a remarkable transformation from closed economies within a relatively short time
period. And similar to China, these states have remained firmly autocratic despite their
involvement in international institutions. Thus for instance, Freedom House reports that Vietnam
“convicted more than twice as many dissidents” in 2013 compared to the previous year.
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Despite the proliferation of trade agreements, it is not well understood how regime type
affects the likelihood to enter into a trade agreement. A well-known finding in the trade
literature, illustrated in Figure 2, is that democracies on average enter into significantly more
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trade agreements and have lower trade barriers than nondemocracies, but precisely what causes
3

these differences remains controversial. Partly as a result of this finding, existing research
focuses primarily on democratic trade policy, whereas trade policy under authoritarianism
remains a “black box” that has not yet been intensely studied. The notion that autocracies “trade
less”, however, obscures the fact that there is significant variation in trade policy across
authoritarian states and even within autocracies across time. Figures 3 to 5 in the Appendix
illustrate the proliferation of trade agreements across all regime types. While autocracies have
traditionally signed fewer PTAs than democracies, in relative terms this gap has begun to close
in more recent years. Nevertheless, Figure 4 shows that some nondemocracies, in particular
4

some states in Asia and Africa, are latecomers to trade agreements and have not yet joined many
PTAs.
This variation presents an interesting research puzzle and raises important questions
about the political economy of trade under autocracy: to what extent do these mechanisms
resemble those under democracy, or are there ways in which autocratic trade policy is
fundamentally dissimilar to that in democracies? Why would dictators choose to tie their hands
through trade agreements? This paper begins to address these questions by assessing the political
economy of trade agreements under authoritarianism. Drawing on recent scholarship on the
5

domestic politics of authoritarian regimes, I argue that both institutional variation and
6

preferences matter in explaining autocratic trade agreements and that these factors should not be
studied in isolation. First, I argue that trade policy depends crucially on the preferences of
members of the dictator’s supporting coalition. Where more export-oriented elites are included in
this coalition, dictators will have a tendency to enter into more trade agreements. However, I
suggest that most dictators inherently prefer to enter into coalitions with protectionist elites, and
that this tendency is particularly pronounced in more institutionalized states. As a result,
personalized dictatorships tend to enter into trade agreements more frequently. In addition, I
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show that autocracies vary not only in terms of the frequency with which they enter trade
agreements, but also in terms of the types of agreements they enter. Since existing research on
regime type and trade agreements tends to focus only on the likelihood of entering into a trade
agreement without further analyzing the content of these agreements, this research project
presents both a theoretical and an empirical innovation.
Preferential trade agreements (PTAs) or free trade agreements (FTAs) generally include
trade liberalization in goods and/or services between two or more countries and are based on
reciprocity. PTAs may be regional or cross-regional, may be limited to specific sectors or apply
to a broad range of sectors, and may include a variety noneconomic issues.7 There are several
reasons why it is interesting to focus on trade agreements specifically, rather than trade policy
more generally or other forms of economic agreements. First, PTAs are an increasingly common
phenomenon, but very few studies have assessed the circumstances under which autocracies
would choose to adopt them. Although existing research has shown that there is variation in
PTAs across regime type, there is very little explicit theorizing about why nondemocratic states
would enter into trade agreements.
Secondly, PTAs vary in form in a way that may allow us to draw conclusions about
which domestic actors most benefit from them. While some PTAs are limited to a single sector,
others are much broader in scope and may require significant institutional reforms. Similarly,
since PTAs have distributional effects, autocratic leaders may face conflicting incentives in
passing them. Analyzing these incentives could help shed light on the dynamics of foreign
policymaking in autocracies. Future research might then assess how autocratic PTAs relate to
other forms of international cooperation by dictatorships. I argue that trade agreements are an
important policy tool for autocratic leaders, because they enhance their policymaking credibility,
and because they can mitigate distributional conflicts between export-oriented and importcompeting business elites. Finally, previous research on regime type and PTAs has focused
almost exclusively on the number of PTAs signed, neglecting analysis of PTA content.
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Consequently, one of the key contributions of this paper is that I show that some nondemocracies
tend to enter into “shallower” agreements compared to democracies and even compared to other
nondemocracies. This enhances our understanding of the link between regime type and trade as
well as the determinants of trade agreement design.
While dictators sign trade agreements both in response to domestic political pressures and
for strategic international reasons, such as strengthening international alliances, the focus of this
paper is primarily on the domestic dynamics that drive autocrats to enter PTAs and which have
not yet been studied in detail. Ultimately, this research could lead to a more thorough
understanding of how international factors interact with domestic institutions and constituencies,
and the extent to which they jointly contribute to the survival and breakdown of authoritarian
regimes. Analyses of autocracies in comparative politics tend to neglect the role of international
factors in autocratic survival. I argue that our understanding of authoritarianism is incomplete
without considering how autocracies behave in international institutions such as trade
institutions.
The next section briefly provides reviews the existing literature on trade policy variation
across autocracies. I show that the existing research fails to explain variations in trade policy
across these states. The third section outlines my theoretical argument, followed by a few brief
examples and an initial empirical analysis.

Background: The Link Between Trade Agreements and Regime Type
Why do we observe variation in trade policy across autocracies? Much of the existing
literature does not focus specifically on political features of autocracies in answering this
question. On the contrary, traditional trade theory suggests that questions of regime type are
irrelevant to the study of trade policy and focuses instead on structural economic factors as key
determinants of trade agreements. Factor-based theories based on the Heckscher-Ohlin model
predict that countries will export goods that require factors it has in relative abundance. Building
on this, the Stolper-Samuelson theorem predicts the distributional effects of trade, arguing that
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scarce endowments tend to lose from open trade, whereas rich endowments tend to gain from
trade, with the result that the owners of scarce factors will likely oppose trade liberalization.
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More recently, the new trade theory and the “new-new” trade theory have shifted the unit of
analysis from the country to industries and finally to firms. Trade is found to be welfareenhancing, since it allows for economies of scale, lower consumer prices, and an increased
variety of products. “New-new” trade theory differentiates firms not just across, but within
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industries, and argues that only the most productive firms benefit the most from open trade and
will push for trade liberalization.
Nothing about these theories is regime-type specific and hence they could be applied to
all states. With regard to factor endowments, many autocracies are capitol-scarce, so that in
terms of trade policy, we may expect coalitions of the rich endowments labor or land to push for
trade liberalization. Wu, for instance, finds that dictators in labor-abundant autocracies may
lower trade barriers in response to rising inequality, thereby averting democratization threats.
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While there are few papers that assess autocratic trade specifically using firm-level data, one
recent exception is Baccini, Impullitti, and Malesky’s case study of trade liberalization in
Vietnam post-WTO accession. The authors suggest that there is a “bias toward state-owned
11

firms in Vietnamese policy-making”, and find that the presence of big state-owned firms
12

prevents productivity gains from trade liberalization. Their study suggests that state-business
relations may play an important role in trade liberalization under autocracy.
What structural economic theories lack is that they are unable to explain how trade
preferences translate into actual policy-making processes. One important model of trade policymaking by Mayer argues that median voter preferences determine trade policy in democracies,
where these preferences will be more or less protectionist depending on how the median voter’s
capital-labor endowment ratio compares to the national endowment ratio. This model could be
applied to nondemocracies by analyzing how median preferences would shift in societies where
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only certain citizens are enfranchised. In addition, Grossman and Helpman develop a model
13

based on interest group lobbying, in which governments maximize a combination of campaign
contributions and aggregate welfare.14 While there is strong empirical support for the model, its
15

application to autocracies has not been systematically studied. One exception is Mitra,
Thomakos, and Ulubasoglu, who find support of the Grossman-Helpman model for Turkey.
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One general difficulty with applying this model to autocracies is that the extent to which interest
groups affect PTA formation in autocracies is not known, since lobbying in autocracies tends to
be highly opaque. Consequently it is difficult to predict, based on Grossman-Helpman, which
trade policies autocracies are most likely to adopt. In fact, it is plausible that there is variation
even within autocracies in how trade policy is set and in the extent to which economic interest
groups influence PTA formation. Yet existing trade theory makes it difficult to predict how
unique institutional features of autocracies may affect trade policy outcomes in these states.
Another reason for looking beyond purely economic theories of trade agreements is that
there is strong empirical evidence suggesting that regime type influences trade policy and the
formation of trade agreements, in that autocracies tend to trade less and sign fewer trade
17

agreements than democracies. For instance, research suggests that authoritarian regimes import
fewer goods than democracies, and that democratic states are on average twice as likely as
18

nondemocratic states to join a trade agreement. Several mechanisms have been suggested in the
19

literature for why this is the case. For instance, institutional constraints, such as domestic
20

legislatures, as well as their higher transparency, may give democracies a bargaining advantage
21
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in international negotiations. Democratic governments may also use trade agreements in order to
“tie their hands” to credibly signal economic policy commitments to voters. But since autocrats
23
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are not subject to regular elections, they have fewer incentives to make such commitments. In
24

addition, it is plausible that democratic leaders are more concerned about the potential welfare
gains from trade cooperation than autocrats, since democracies tend to provide more public
goods and autocracies tend to be focused on the provision of private benefits.
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While trade theory makes the mistaken assumption that regime type is irrelevant for trade
policy, research contrasting democratic and autocratic trade policy generates another puzzle: if
dictators are not welfare-maximizers, and if autocratic institutions are not conducive to signing
trade agreements, then it is unclear why autocracies would ever adopt open trade policies and
join trade institutions. Yet it is increasingly common for autocracies to sign trade agreements.
The existing literature makes few predictions as to why this may occur. Consequently, most
existing trade scholarship does not make general predictions about trade policy under
authoritarianism. This means that we lack a theory of trade policy for these states.
The literature on why autocracies join international institutions may partly apply to the
formation of trade agreements. First, one line of literature suggests that there may be significant
domestic benefits for democratizing states in joining (regional) IOs such as providing a “credible
external guarantee” of stability and safeguards for elites. A different line of research suggests
26

that autocracies may sometimes join for strategic reasons relating to domestic regime
consolidation and international legitimization, or to gain “performance legitimacy”. This
27
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suggests that international cooperation can increase authoritarian regime stability. Yet opening a
regime to trade may have longer-term effects that could be either beneficial or harmful to a
dictator’s rule.
As Kono points out, “scholars have yet to develop trade policy models that are uniquely
tailored to autocracies.” So far only a handful of papers explicitly assess variation in trade
29

policy across authoritarian regimes. This existing research primarily draws on recent scholarship
However, if some autocracies can also generate audience costs (Weeks 2008), this argument may not be limited to
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on autocratic institutions in assessing their role in fostering trade liberalization. Thus scholars
have assessed the role of parties, legislatures, ruling coalition size, fragmentation of power,
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veto players, consolidation of power after a coup, and degree of competition, generally
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finding some support for the claim that institutionalization contributes to economic growth and
trade liberalization. The precise mechanisms that drive these findings, however, remain disputed.
In sum, the preceding discussion demonstrates that, while there is some evidence that
authoritarian institutions positively affect economic growth and trade openness, research on trade
policy and PTAs is undertheorized when applied to authoritarianism. The next section outlines
my theory of autocratic trade preferences by assessing the costs and benefits of trade agreements
from the point of view of autocratic leaders.

The Dynamics of Elite Bargaining over Trade Agreements
In this section, I argue that there are two key domestic factors in determining autocratic
trade agreements. The first may be termed the “preference-based” dimension and the second is
the “institutional” dimension. I will discuss how these two factors affect both the likelihood of
PTA membership as well as the types of PTAs that will be signed. My central argument is that
trade preferences in nondemocratic regimes are at least partly driven by the preferences of actors
inside the ruling coalition. While previous research on regime type and trade policy has focused
primarily on the role of political institutions, I suggest that such institutional arguments on their
own cannot explain why nondemocratic states enter into trade agreements.
First, while there is some indication in the existing literature that institutions may play an
important role in determining autocratic trade policy, there is currently no consensus on
37

precisely how authoritarian institutions and economic policy are linked. With respect to
legislative institutions, a number of scholars have argued that binding authoritarian legislatures
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improve economic growth and investment. On the other hand, Geddes finds that “My casual
38

observation has been that authoritarian legislatures able to influence key economic decisions are
unusual.” And other scholars, such as Menaldo, have pointed out that autocratic legislatures
39

frequently pass protectionist measures. In addition to legislatures, executive institutions,
40

especially political parties, may play a key role in trade liberalization. For instance, in one of the
41

few papers that specifically focus on autocratic trade policy, Hankla and Kuthy argue that
autocracies with more political parties tend to have longer time horizons and provide more public
goods, both of which lead to more open trade policies.

42

I argue that this continued disagreement is partly due to the fact that while
institutionalization may be an important determinant of autocratic trade policy, by itself it can
only provide a partial account of autocratic trade policy. For instance, many highly protectionist
regimes, such as Vietnam and Laos, have more recently begun to liberalize trade and are entering
into new trade agreements without similarly undergoing structural political change. As Thomas
Pepinsky notes: “Institutions are important, but as they are analytically secondary to an
understanding of what groups within a society demand from the government, they alone are as
incomplete as a purely economic explanation.”
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Consequently, I argue that we need to analyze the trade preferences of elite actors and
their interaction with political institutions in more detail in order to understand autocratic trade
agreements, and I propose a framework for analyzing the trade policy preferences of
nondemocratic elites. Secondly, I also suggest that trade policy preferences interact with
institutional factors: where institutionalized nondemocracies form protectionist coalitions, these
tend to be longer-lasting and more stable, resulting in few PTA memberships. On the other
hand, institutionalized regimes with pro-trade coalitions tend to enter into more frequent and
“deeper” trade agreements than personalist regimes.
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(1) The impact of preferences on autocratic trade policy
In explaining variation in trade cooperation across autocratic regimes, my framework
draws on existing literature in comparative politics (such as Geddes 1999; Gandhi 2008; and
Svolik 2012), which argues that there is significant variation in domestic political structures
across authoritarian regimes, which affects both their stability and survival. First, I assume that
autocratic leaders, which may be either individual leaders or a group, such as a junta or party
committee, are strategic rational actors who want to maximize their likelihood of surviving in
office. Since autocrats are unable to rule alone and cannot stay in office without political and
44

financial support, their survival depends strongly on building and maintaining a supporting or
“winning” coalition. This coalition is composed of individuals or groups that benefit from and
promote the continuation of the autocratic regime. The size of the supporting coalition required
45

in order to keep the autocrat in office varies significantly across nondemocratic regimes and
across time. For instance, personalist regimes, in which an individual leader is often surrounded
46

by a small number of regime insiders, generally tend to have smaller supporting coalitions than
single-party regimes, where leaders may require the support of the party base or a central
committee. An autocrat’s survival becomes threatened when a sufficient number of members of
the supporting coalition withdraw their political and/or financial support from the authoritarian
government.
Economic policy tends to play a key role in autocratic survival for several reasons. First,
good economic policy performance can enhance a ruler’s legitimacy and popularity, thereby
increasing his longevity by lowering the likelihood of defections and increasing the credibility of
his promises. Secondly, economic policy often has distributional consequences that may change
the balance of power within a regime. As a result, dictators may use it as a tool for rewarding
supporters and punishing opponents. Similarly, economic policy concessions may be a way to

Barbara Geddes suggests military regimes have different preferences in that they ultimately value cohesion of the
military over political power, but for this project disregard this.
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44
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appease opposition forces. Additionally, autocrats gain important income and rents from
47

economic transactions, which they may use to buy tools of repression (e.g. weapons and security
forces), build infrastructure, reward supporters, etc. For these reasons, economic policy
potentially plays an important role in the survival of autocratic leaders, who seek to maintain
their supporting coalition.
While autocrats may benefit from good economic performance, they generally face
conflicting incentives in choosing whether to enter into a trade agreement, since trade policy has
both costs and benefits from the dictator’s point of view. As a result, it is not clear a priori
whether autocrats tend to prefer trade cooperation or not. It is important to note that access to
policymaking tends to be more limited in nondemocratic states compared to democracies. If, as I
argued above, autocratic leaders survive in office by building coalitions with other elite actors
who constitute their primary “audience” then we can expect dictators to be more responsive to
the preferences and demands of members inside their supporting coalition, and to seek to push
the costs of economic policy to nonsupporters outside the coalition. We can also expect that it
will be more difficult for actors outside of these coalitions to advocate for policy changes, since
outside actors potentially face much greater collective action problems within the generally weak
institutional settings of these states. Since the role of citizens in bargaining over trade policy is
greatly diminished under nondemocracy, I argue that the primary drivers of trade policy will be
the preferences and demands of the supporting coalition, i.e. it is more helpful to conceptualize
trade policy preferences in terms of supporting coalition composition rather than in terms of
median voter preferences as standard trade policy models do. This implies that we need a more
careful analysis of the preferences of both autocratic leaders and the elites they enter into
coalitions with.
In order to disaggregate autocratic trade preferences, I suggest a very simple preference
typology: autocracies are more likely to enter into trade agreements in states where exportoriented business groups have a high degree of political influence, and are less likely to enter
into PTAs where the political influence of export-oriented elites is low. In other words, I suggest
47
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that trade preferences under authoritarianism are closely related to state-business relationships.
Thus trade policy is partly determined by the types of economic elites inside the supporting
coalition.
First, what constitutes export-oriented business elites? Based on the Ricardo-Viner
model, export-oriented industries gain from trade liberalization, whereas resources specific to
import-competing industries lose from trade. More recently, Melitz develops a model with
heterogeneous firms based on the observation that even within industries, firm capabilities differ,
with only the most productive firms capable of export. The most competitive firms desire to
48

gain from access to foreign markets, whereas trade will lead to the exit of less productive firms.
Thus, we can expect highly competitive firms will push for trade liberalization, whereas less
competitive firms and state-owned enterprises tend to prefer protectionism. However, either a
firm-level or an industry-level approach to trade preferences may be appropriate for analyzing
nondemocracies, since the way in which export-oriented business elites are organized likely
varies across these states. In many clientelist regimes, a few large, multi-sectoral firms enjoy
privileged, personal ties to dictators, whereas in other states business associations organized by
industry act as intermediaries between firms and autocratic leaders.
In authoritarian states, leaders may seek to bargain with influential business elites for
multiple reasons: first, they may have financial resources available to help fund the dictatorial
government. For instance, according to Barbara Geddes, “[t]he two main sources of campaign
finance in dictatorships are the state and alliances with private business people. As in
democracies, business people have little reason to support the election campaigns of dictators
and their legislative allies unless they get something in return.” In addition, influential business
49

elites may have important personal and financial ties to other elites, and they may use these ties
to recruit members into either the supporting coalition or to sponsor opposition groups that pose
a threat to autocratic leaders. Gandhi, for example, suggests that, “In Kuwait and in Ecuador,
organized opposition initially came from the entrepreneurial class as its members increasingly
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became disenchanted with their exclusion from policy-making.” As a result, it is plausible that
50

dictators seek the financial and political support of key economic actors and in turn provide
political and economic benefits to them. In this calculus, rents lost from tariff reductions must be
offset by the political or financial benefits the dictator receives from the firm.
Conceptualizing trade policy under nondemocracy as driven by elite coalition preferences
raises an obvious question: which factors determine the composition of these coalitions? Under
what circumstances would be expect dictators to enter into liberal versus protectionist coalitions?
I argue that dictators generally prefer to enter into protectionist coalitions; first and most
importantly, in forming close relationships with economic elites, dictators encounter a
commitment problem that threatens to undermine these relationships. To see why there is a
potential commitment problem, remember that one of the primary effects of coalitions between
dictators and economic elites is that resources will be re-distributed towards supporters and away
from opponents. As a result, elite supporters will be empowered over the long run, and their
political and economic influence will further increase. Coalition building is not a short-term
process, since it tends to involve significant sunk costs for dictators, in terms of subsidies,
infrastructural development, and policy adjustments, many of which are longer-term
investments. Dictators thus want to ensure that the elites they invest in do not withdraw their
support in the future when they become stronger, in support of either opposition groups or
democratization. Elite supporters, on the other hand, may be concerned about the dictator
reversing his economic policies in the future if he feels threatened by their influence.
In the eyes of dictators, concerns about future regime support are more severe in the case
of coalitions with export-oriented interests compared to coalitions with primarily importcompeting interest groups. Suppose a dictator invests in a relationship with mainly competitive,
export-oriented businesses through trade liberalization and the signing of trade agreements.
Trade liberalization may strengthen these industries to an extent where exit is easier for them, or
they may desire more secure property rights, etc. and decide to support opposition forces. As a
result, there is no guarantee that they will remain loyal to the regime. In other words, exporters
50
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often cannot commit to supporting the regime in the future when their bargaining position is
strengthened. And the dictator cannot fully commit to not reversing his policies once he realizes
that the elites may withdraw their political support. On the other hand, investing in less
competitive, import-competing industries does not face this difficulty to the same extent, since
this tends to create firms and industries that are heavily dependent on government support, e.g.
through subsidies and protection, for their survival. These firms thus tend to have a higher
likelihood of remaining loyal to a dictator in the future. It therefore makes sense for dictators to
prefer to invest in these types of business elites.
Furthermore, there are several additional reasons why dictators may prefer to build
protectionist coalitions. There are a number of potential costs of trade agreements that autocratic
leaders may be unwilling to bear, including: (1) decrease in sovereignty; (2) opposition
strengthening; (3) decreasing rents and income from protectionism; and (4) redistribution away
from supporters. Because of these potential costs, dictators who lack accountability and face few
threats to their rule will generally be inclined towards protectionism and will seek out the support
of other protectionist elites. In addition, as I will explain below, dictators face a commitment
problem when entering into coalitions with export-oriented elites. These factors thus partly
explain the overall tendency for nondemocracies to enter into fewer trade agreements.
First, trade cooperation may be undesirable to dictators because it opens states to
international factors that may promote regime change and democratization. Insulating a regime
from international influences may keep opposition forces weak by limiting their access to
funding and information about democratization. Closer economic integration particularly with
democracies, on the other hand, could empower opposition groups and may provide increased
opportunities for democratic states to monitor autocracies and punish them for violating human
rights, and to provide public and opposition with resources in order to promote democracy.
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Consequently, authoritarian leaders may be concerned that increased trade could decrease their
control over the regime.

51
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In addition, dictators may also be unwilling to give up rents gained from high tariffs. This
is because dictators generally derive rents from high tariff barriers and red tape. For instance,
Aidt and Gassebner suggest that, “the lack of political accountability makes it possible for
political leaders to extract rents by imposing restrictions on international trade.” Taxes from
52

high tariff barriers in particular are relatively easy to collect and can provide a stable source of
income. While dictators may have an interest in maximizing rents for their personal gain, they
may also distribute some of these rents to other members of the elite in exchange for political
support. Trade agreements, on the other hand, tend to have a “rent destroying” effect, which
could threaten leaders’ support among the elite. Consequently, we should expect dictators to
53

prefer higher trade barriers compared to democracies.
Furthermore, since trade agreements often require costly domestic legislation and
institutional changes, it is not clear why dictators would be willing to pay these costs. Economic
cooperation through PTAs is sometimes conditional on policy changes in other issue areas, such
as certain human rights standards, and one would expect dictators to be unwilling to pay these
costs. Agreements with higher levels of economic integration may also require monetary and
fiscal policy harmonization. This would limit the ability of leaders to manipulate domestic
economic policy for short-term political gain. While economic integration can act as a credible
commitment to longer-term economic growth, it is not obvious why dictatorships would be
willing to make such a commitment. These arguments suggest that compared to democratic
governments, dictators would much less prefer to cooperate through trade agreements.
Thus for many autocratic leaders, protectionism is their preferred policy choice. As a
result, many dictators fail to implement sound economic policies, mainly because they lack
incentives for doing so. Protectionism provides them with important rents as well as with greater
social and policy control than trade liberalization. Importantly, it also creates economic actors
who will be heavily dependent on the regime for their own economic survival. Since autocrats
tend to be accountable to fewer individuals than democratic leaders, they can then shift many of
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the costs of protectionism, such as those incurred by consumers, to citizens outside of the
supporting coalition, providing further motivation for protectionist policies. In other words,
protectionism in many cases will be both politically safer and more lucrative for dictators. As a
result, while free trade may be socially optimal, the default policy position for many autocrats is
protectionism, and where the interests of autocrats and protectionist interest groups are closely
aligned, there will be a tendency for powerful protectionist alliances to emerge.
Why then would dictators ever choose to sign trade agreements? I argue that the potential
costs of PTAs may be at least partly offset by the expected benefits of trade cooperation for some
types of authoritarian regime. Overall, autocratic governments may choose liberal trade policies
either in order to protect income streams from key export-oriented sectors, or to provide policy
concessions to a supporting coalition that favors open trade. Other benefits of trade liberalization
include increased regime legitimacy, more credible domestic institutional reform, economic
diversification and stabilization of income streams as well as co-optation of key elite groups.
PTAs may also increase transparency and provide information about the size of economic
benefits to key audiences and can potentially signal a leaders’ policy competence.
The role of export-oriented interest groups is therefore a key determinant of trade
liberalization. Generally speaking, significant trade liberalization is unlikely unless there are
politically influential actors who demand it and can credibly threaten to bring down a leader in
the case of bad economic policies. Yet if these actors or groups become included within the
supporting coalition, and if the government derives legitimacy primarily from economic
development rather than repression, we can expect a nondemocratic state to be more likely to
enter into trade agreements. In this sense international cooperation can sometimes serve as a
strategy for stabilizing an autocrat’s rule. However, even in the presence of factors favoring
54

liberalization described in this section, the commitment problem described previously can
persist. In subsequent sections, I will argue that PTAs can sometimes serve to mitigate such
commitment problems.

54

To what extent such a strategy may be successful is an interesting question beyond the scope of this research paper.
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To sum up, in order to understand economic cooperation under autocracy, it is crucial to
identify the key dimensions of authoritarianism affecting the decision to cooperate. Purely from
the point of view of dictators, protectionism may be an attractive choice, since it provides them
with the highest potential amount of rents and policy control. As a result, they may seek to enter
into political coalitions with other actors favoring protectionism. This “protectionist bias” may
partly explain why nondemocracies tend to be less likely to enter into trade agreements.
However, in other cases, dictators enter into coalitions with elite actors that have more liberal
trade preferences, and this will likely result in more liberal trade policy. Which of these factors
receive the most weight from the point of view of autocratic leaders thus depends on the
preferences of elite actors. Thus where export-oriented interest groups can exercise influence on
trade-policymaking, trade agreements can constitute a powerful policy tool for dictators because
they can provide credible policy guarantees to these groups. This is particularly relevant in the
low-information environment of autocracies, which is why tariff reductions alone may not have
sufficient credibility in the eyes of business elites. Tying their hands through trade agreements
can provide the credibility necessary to win the support of business elites and promote economic
growth.
In addition, trade agreements can specifically exclude politically sensitive sectors from
trade liberalization. Many autocracies have deeply entrenched protectionist interests that may be
powerful enough to topple dictators. Autocratic leaders may find themselves in a difficult
situation whereby they need the support of export-oriented elites, yet are also politically
dependent on protectionist elites. Trade agreements may partly solve this problem by providing
guarantees to both export-oriented and protectionist elites through the inclusion and exclusion of
specific sectors. As a result, trade agreements may also be important in states where both
protectionist and export-oriented elites are influential. For instance, Melani Cammett suggests
that in Morocco, “Paradoxically, the very existence of an entrenched ISI elite and the perception
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that it wielded undue influence on policymaking galvanized emergent exporters to push
forcefully for fuller economic opening.”

55

In sum, the preferences of regime insiders are a primary drivers of trade policy in
dictatorships. In states where export-oriented actors are part of the ruling coalition, we can
expect a higher number of trade agreements to be signed. Yet most dictators have a preference
for protectionism due to commitment problems in entering into liberal coalitions as well as the
rent destroying effects of trade agreements. The next section analyzes how elite preferences may
be related to institutional factors.

(2) The impact of nondemocratic institutions on trade policy
Although elite trade policy preferences are key determinants of trade policy in
nondemocracies, institutional factors also matter: more institutionalized regimes, most
importantly party-based regimes, tend to follow a different path to trade liberalization than states
with low degrees of institutionalization, such as personalist dictatorships and certain monarchies.
“Institutionalization” here refers to the extent to which there are formal political constraints on
the executive, and there tend to be two closely related components to this dimension in
nondemocracies. The first, which we may term “degree of personalization”, indicates the size of
an autocrat’s supporting coalition and the extent to which his rule is consolidated. A perfectly
personalized regime would essentially concentrate all political power within a single person.
Secondly, as research on authoritarian states has shown, states with higher degrees of
personalization tend to have fewer institutions for facilitating exchange between diverse political
actors, such as legislatures and a developed bureaucracy that may facilitate redistribution.
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As a result, where there is a lack of institutionalization with respect to economic
policymaking, state-business interactions are primarily informal and based on personal,
clientelistic relationships between government agents and business actors. Government actors
57

Cammett 2007, 22.
See e.g. Gandhi and Przeworski 2007.
Clientelism refers to a network of personal relationships between government actors and their clients, which are
based on mutual material and political advantage (E.g. Stokes 2009).
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provide economic benefits in return for political benefits and support by their clients, in this case
business elites. Corruption in these states may be high, although lobbying activities by elite
actors that can gain political access to autocrats may also occur. However, since there are no
58

formal political channels for lobbying and only select actors can potentially exercise political
influence, these lobbying activities are likely to be quite narrow in scope.
On the other hand, as policymaking becomes less personalized and more institutionalized,
it depends less on personalized ties between economic and political actors. More institutionalized
regimes tend to have legal political parties, legislatures, single-party or multi-party governance,
and frequently also a more developed administrative apparatus and higher state capacity. Thus,
institutionalization tends to be associated with a bundle of institutions and potentially more
actors involved in trade-policymaking. With respect to trade agreements, I argue that, contrary
to some existing arguments about trade policy in autocracy, more personalized regimes tend to
enter into trade agreements more frequently than more institutionalized regimes.
Since personalist dictators tend to be accountable to only a small audience, the general
lack of political access for most interest groups implies that there will be less political
contestation over trade policy in these states. Being less dependent on outside actors, personalist
dictators face fewer obstacles to joining PTAs. Nevertheless, personalist dictators are still
concerned about the potential costs of PTAs as outlined in the previous section, such as
redistribution and decreased rents. As a result, personalist dictators will sign trade agreements to
the extent that they are not costly and do not threaten their rule, and when they expect that the
PTA will further consolidate their rule and aid in “coup proofing” their regime. Since turnover in
many personalist dictatorships is low, leaders frequently have long political time horizons and
thus may choose to enter into international agreements with medium- to long-term consequences.
For instance, personalist autocrats may seek to diversify their economies to decrease economic
volatility, seek new international allies that will support their rule, strengthen their reputation as a
strong leader, and maximize material rewards to key political supporters.
The difference between these is that lobbying tends to be aimed at formal policy change, whereas corruption is
aimed at gaining benefits in a way that circumvents existing rules. However, there may be some potential overlap
between these concepts. (see e.g. Harstad and Svensson 2011)
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On the other hand, institutionalized regimes tend to have a larger number of actors
involved in policymaking and there are generally more constraints on policymaking, especially
economic policymaking. As such, it may seem that institutionalized autocracies would be more
59

similar to democracies than personalized regimes. However, that is not generally the case. As I
argued above, autocratic leaders tend to prefer protectionist policies, because they maximize
rents and control over economic actors. As a result, autocracies often prefer to build coalitions
with other actors who benefit from protectionism, such as import-competing lobbies. In many
party-based regimes, the state tends to be heavily involved in the economy, with the public sector
providing access to employment and the state providing subsidies and controlling access to
business associations. Thus, when these protectionist coalitions become institutionalized, they
can be very stable, making it more difficult for these states to commit to an international
agreement that would change the trade policy status quo.
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Consequently, I expect

institutionalized autocracies to generally enter into fewer trade agreements than more
personalized dictatorships; institutionalized autocracies are unlikely to liberalize trade policy
unless economic actors with a strong interest in liberalization are included in the supporting
coalition:

Hypothesis 1: Personalized autocracies are more likely to sign trade agreements than
autocracies with higher degrees of institutionalization.

In addition, I argue that institutionalization is also a good predictor for the types of trade
agreements states are likely to sign. As I argued in the previous section, dictators may view
certain types of trade agreements as potentially costly and harmful to their rule. Thus,
agreements that may promote democratization (e.g. through human rights clauses), costly policy
harmonization, or redistribution away from core regime supporters will be unattractive in the
eyes of dictators. I expect that personalist dictators will have greater discretion over trade
See Ehrlich 2011.
This argument is different from a veto player argument because I argue that the preferences of the policy makers
affect trade policy, not just the number of veto players.
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policymaking and will be less likely to sign these types of agreements. Instead, I argue that
although they tend to enter into PTAs more frequently, highly personalized dictatorships tend to
sign “shallower” trade agreements than more institutionalized dictatorships.
This tendency of personalist dictatorships to enter into shallow trade agreements is
further augmented the absence of domestic institutions necessary for implementing deeper trade
integration; and secondly, the limited number of sectors/industries/firms connected to the ruling
elite that may benefit from and lobby for these agreements. Consequently, I expect personalist
nondemocracies to enter into PTAs that tend to be narrow in scope, tend to benefit fewer sectors,
are less likely to be and will require less policy coordination compared to institutionalized
nondemocracies:

Hypothesis 2: Personalized autocracies tend to enter into shallower trade agreements
than autocracies with higher degrees of institutionalization.

Thus, one way in which institutional factors matter is in determining the content of PTAs:
not all trade agreements are trade-promoting, since trade agreements can vary widely in terms of
their scope and consequences. Some trade agreements are never ratified or implemented and
exist merely on paper, whereas others are ratified, but do not have trade-creating effects. By
excluding “sensitive” industries from an agreement, PTAs can potentially even increase
protectionism in certain sectors. Nevertheless, many other trade agreements may in fact promote
trade cooperation between states. In order to disentangle these potential effects, it is therefore
important to (1) analyze both accession and content of trade agreements, and (2) gain a deeper
understanding of the domestic factors that drive autocrats to sign different types of agreements.
Since institutional changes are rare, nondemocratic states are more likely to liberalize when the
nature of the economic actors involved in trade policymaking changes. Institutionalized
autocracies tend to enter into fewer PTAs because of their tendency to form strongly
protectionist coalitions that shut out export-oriented actors. However, they have a greater
likelihood of entering into “deeper” trade agreements whenever they do liberalize, which is most
22

likely to occur in response to changes in the preferences of their supporting coalition. Thus for
instance, more recently, several institutionalized autocracies are shifting towards this model. The
case of Vietnam illustrates how changes in trade policy may occur within an authoritarian state
over time, shifting from state-led development towards an economically competitive model.
During the regime of communist party leader Le Duan, Vietnam was a closed, planned economy.
Yet by the time of Le Duan’s death in 1986, economic problems had become apparent, including
massive inflation and budget problems related to the financial support of state-owned enterprises.
The leadership change opened up space to implement fundamental economic reforms that
became known as the Doi Moi, and which paved the way for Vietnam to transition to a market
economy. Party leaders had to address powerful import-oriented interests within the party
61

before they were able to implement economic reforms. Yet the extent of the economic crisis
confronting the regime eventually forced elites to implement market-friendly policies. Thus, the
combination of political and economic shock led to economic policy change in Vietnam. The
reforms in turn empowered private producers, leading to another political shift in favor of
competitive industry groups. Thus, “important micro-level reforms were introduced from 1986
that resulted in a strong supply response that greatly improved the environment for the successful
implementation of the subsequent macro level reforms.” Consequently the case of Vietnam,
62

powerful import-oriented initially opposed economic reform. However, following a shift in
political leadership, trade agreements played a role in implementing a bargain between
entrenched old elites and market-oriented elites, allowing for a shift towards trade liberalization.
In sum, both institutions and preferences constitute important domestic determinants of
autocratic trade policy. The next section outlines my empirical research design.

Research Design
This section presents the data used to assess the determinants of autocratic trade
agreements and describes my initial empirical analysis. The dependent variable, PTA Entry, is
61
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See e.g. Malesky and Schuler 2009.
Van Arkadie and Mallon 2003, 69.
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the likelihood that state I will enter into a reciprocal trade agreement with state j in year t. PTA
Entry takes value 1 if a dyad enters into a trade agreement in year t, and 0 otherwise. The
universe of cases studied covers preferential trade agreements signed by dyads between 19482014. Data on regime type come from the 2014 version of the Polity IV project, where
63

“nondemocracy” is defined as states receiving a Polity2 score of 5 or lower. Autocratic states are
defined as those with a polity score of -6 or lower. My analysis includes anocratic (those with
polity score -5 to 5) as well as strictly autocratic states. Preliminary analysis indicated that my
results do not change if only strictly autocratic states are included, and including all
nondemocratic states in the analysis makes it more broadly applicable to a wider range of
countries.
Recent data on preferential trade agreements come from the new Design of Trade
Agreements (DESTA) dataset by Duer, Baccini, and Elsig. I exclude several trade agreements
64

from their dataset that are non-reciprocal, since previous analyses of trade agreements have
primarily focused on reciprocal agreements, and the costs to autocracies of signing a nonreciprocal PTA are very small, since they do not require policy adjustment on the part of
autocracies. This leaves a total of 412 trade agreements signed by 5,369 dyads of at least one
65

autocracy. The data is in directed dyad format, where state i is a nondemocratic state, and state
66
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j is either a democracy or nondemocracy. This has the advantage that we need to include each
domestic-politics related measure only once for each dyad, for the nondemocratic state i
The key independent variable measures personalism in nondemocracies. A majority of
studies on institutional variation in autocracies that are relevant to international relations use the
groundbreaking measure developed by Barbara Geddes.68 This measure provides information on
280 autocracies between 1946-2010 and classifies regimes as dominant-party, military,

Center for Systemic Peace 2015. Available at http://www.systemicpeace.org/polityproject.html
Duer, Baccini, and Elsig 2014. Data available at http://www.designoftradeagreements.org/.
Excluded agreements: Lomé I-IV, Cotonou, Yaoundé I-II, Sparteca, Global System of Trade Preferences.
Note the dataset does not provide information about ratification and implementation beyond initial signing of the
agreement.
I include the full sample of nondemocratic states but control for democracy in state i
68Geddes 1999, most recently updated in Geddes, Wright, and Frantz 2014.
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personalist, monarchic, oligarchic as well as hybrids of these. This classification is based
69

primarily on which actors inside a regime’s ``leadership group” hold the primary decision
making power. If we think of personalist and institutionalized regimes at opposite ends of a
spectrum, we can place Geddes’ personalist and party-based regimes on either end. However, it
is more difficult to classify the other categories, since military regimes and monarchies may vary
significantly in their level of personalism. The classification therefore suffers from several
shortcomings: the possibility that regimes vary within their assigned categories, potential overlap
between regime categories, as well as a loss of detail when attempting to study underlying
institutional phenomena.
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As a result, recently there has been a trend towards a more unified approach to
personalism that attempts to overcome these shortcomings. Rather than understanding
personalism as a distinct regime category, work by Geddes, Wright, and Frantz (2017) and
Magaloni, Chu, and Min (2013) has argued that all regimes have varying underlying degrees of
personalism, which should be measured by a continuous variable. This has the advantage that we
can measure more subtle variations in personalism within states over time. As a result, I choose
the new measure by Geddes et al (2017) as my key independent variable. In the robustness
checks (see appendix) I show that similar results hold when using the older Geddes measure71 as
well as the alternative continuous measure of personalism by Magaloni et al, which is based on
regime age and turnover. As additional measures of institutionalization, I also use the executive
constraints and competition measures from the Polity IV dataset in the robustness checks.
Furthermore, I also include a number of control variables in my analysis, beginning with
the variables typically included in “gravity” models of trade. In particular, I control for features
of the economy of both dyad members by including variables for (log of) GDP, per capita GDP,
69Geddes,

Wright, and Frantz 2014.
See e.g. Svolik 2012 for a discussion of these shortcomings.
71 For simplicity, I group regimes into party-based, military, personalist, monarchic, and others.
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and GDP growth. I also include controls for (logged) distance, contiguity, and (logged)
72

population of both states. In addition, I control for several political phenomena that could
influence the ratification of trade agreements, including GATT/WTO membership, a history of
communism, and existing alliances between dyads, colonial relationships and interstate conflict.
In addition, to assess whether institutionalization is driven by the number of veto players, I
control for veto players (from Henisz) in some of the models. Furthermore, I also control for the
availability of natural resource rents, since they may be a driver of trade policy. Generally, I
suspect that nondemocratic states with higher resource rents will be more open to entering into a
trade agreement. The reason is that these regimes are less dependent on rents from tariffs and
thus may be less likely to enter into coalitions with protectionist elites. Lastly, I include time
since the last PTA signed between dyads (also cubed and squared) to account for potential
temporal dependence in the signing of PTAs. Since the effect of these variables on trade
agreement ratification may be somewhat delayed, I lag variables whenever appropriate. Since the
dependent variable is a dummy variable, I estimate PTA ratification using logistic regression,
with year fixed effects and clustered standard errors. Model 4 additionally includes dyad fixed
effects; however, since several of the dyadic control variables such as distance are invariant and
drop out under dyadic fixed effects, I do not include these in the other models.
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Finally, variation in the likelihood of signing a trade agreement can provide insights into
the circumstances under which dictators decide to enter into international agreements. Yet since
trade agreements vary significantly in terms of their content and scope, the decision to sign a
PTA provides only partial information about dictators’ motivations. For instance, it is possible
that dictators prefer to sign many narrow agreements as opposed to fewer, but broader or deeper,
agreements. Consequently, my goal is to also analyze differences the types of agreements that
autocracies enter. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate that in general, nondemocratic states tend to sign
“shallower” agreements than democracies. However, I am interested in also assessing variation
within autocratic states. Based on the discussion in the previous sections, I expect that more
Data from Penn World Tables 8.1; Gleditsch 2011 version 6.0; and Correlates of War.
Clustered standard errors in order to avoid standard errors that are too small as a result of using directed dyads in
my analysis.
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institutionalized regimes will enter “deeper” agreements than less institutionalized regimes. To
assess variation in the content of PTAs, I measure two measures of depth coded in the DESTA
dataset. Depth_rasch is a measure of agreement depth coded in the DESTA dataset, with higher
values indicating deeper agreements. These variables assess the depth of an agreement between
74

a pair of dyads, one of which is a nondemocracy, given that the pair has entered into a trade
agreement. The effect on regime type on PTA depth is measured using an OLS model. The next
section presents and discusses my empirical results

Results and Discussion
The results of the logit models are reported in Table 1. The results generally provide
confirmation of my hypotheses. First, there is strong evidence that more personalized regimes
are more likely to enter into a trade agreement compared to less personalized regimes using both
the Geddes measures (with party-based states as the baseline category in the models) as well as
Magaloni’s personalism measure. The key independent variable, Latent Personalism, is positive,
meaning that regimes with a higher degree of personalism are more likely to enter into a PTA.
To interpret the size of the substantive effect more easily, Figure 7 shows the predicted
likelihood of PTA entry for different values of the personalism measure based on Model 1.
Based on this model, the likelihood of entering into a PTA increases by slightly less than 1%
from the lowest to highest value of personalism. Since PTA entry in general is a rare event, this
is a sizeable increase.
The results also generally confirm expected effects of the control variables: as expected,
democratic states are more likely to enter into a PTA, but more veto players are associated with
fewer PTAs, and states are less likely to enter into PTAs with more distant countries.
GATT/WTO membership and formal alliances are associated with more PTAs, whereas military
conflict, communism, and colonial relationships do not appear to impact PTA entry.

For coding information on these variable is available at
https://www.designoftradeagreements.org/media/filer_public/3a/5b/3a5b6e31-579c-470e-8d2a82280ad52d81/depth_notes.pdf
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In addition, my argument also implies that institutionalized autocracies may enter into
different types of PTAs. Thus I have suggested that more personalized states tend to enter into
narrower and “shallower” agreements (see below). Model 4 reports the analysis of PTA depth.
The results suggest that more institutionalized regimes are more likely to enter into deeper PTAs
compared to more personalized regimes. This raises interesting questions for future research
concerning dictators’ motivations for entering into trade agreements and the conditions under
which they are likely to join trade agreements that will have a profound economic impact. The
analysis thus provides some preliminary evidence that institutionalized states and states with
influential export-oriented groups may join different types of trade agreements than states
without these characteristics.
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Conclusions
Autocratic regimes vary in their propensity to participate in trade institutions. I have
argued that since the existing literature does not disaggregate among authoritarian states, it
cannot fully explain this variation. This research paper develops a theory of authoritarian trade
cooperation that assesses the conflicting motives of autocrats to participate in trade institutions. I
have suggested that two key determinants of autocratic trade agreements are the level of
institutionalization and the preferences of economic elites, defined in terms of state-business ties.
Future research may analyze the timing of trade agreements as well as a more detailed analysis
of the content of trade agreements. In addition, it would be interesting to assess the relationship
of PTAs to other types of agreements, such as bilateral investment treaties (“BITs”).
Furthermore, the relationship between PTA ratification and autocratic survival is an interesting
question.
My research has several potentially important theoretical implications: First, my analysis
of autocratic trade preferences will allow for theoretically enhanced, more inclusive trade theory
in the future. Secondly, it will lead to a more thorough understanding of how international
My primary analysis uses dyadic models, which are standard in the literature on PTAs and regime type, because
they allow us to control for various dyadic factors affecting PTAs. The appendix also reports several monadic
models as an alternative analysis. Generally, results hold if the models are monadic.
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factors interact with domestic institutions and constituencies and the extent to which they jointly
contribute to the survival and breakdown of authoritarian regimes. Thirdly, my project adds to
existing research in international relations that assesses policy variation within autocracies rather
than across regime type. And finally, understanding under what circumstances international
cooperation can have harmful effects such as prolonging authoritarian rule would enhance our
understanding of international organizations.
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FIGURE 5. Total nondemocratic PTA memberships by country (2014)
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FIGURE 5 PTA depth background

FIGURE 6 PTA depth by regime type
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FIGURE 7. Effect of Personalism variable on PTA entry (based on Model 1)
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TABLE 1. Likelihood of joining PTA (Logistic Regression) & PTA depth
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TABLE 3. Monadic Models of PTA Entry
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